
Design Options for       
Scott Permaculture 

 

 

Because our property is so small, and many elements are already in place, there 
aren't a huge number of options. The major elements in need of placement are: 
porch, duck hut and run, additional annual garden area and lawn. Because of the 
extremely limited sun, the placement to the annual gardens is nearly already 
decided, and the lawn and duck hut fall into place after.  

I have nevertheless created three design options, to explore the limited possibility. 

 

 

 

 

 



Option 1: Porch in Back Yard 

 

Advantages: 

backyard space less in demand 

exterior door already exists, a 
monetary savings of more than $1,000 

frees up more space in full sun for 
annual garden beds 

Disadvantages: 

porch view would be mediocre-- sheds 
and trees  

porch would be accessed from back 
room, not continuous with main living 
area 



Option 2: Porch in Side Yard, Adjacent to Lawn 

 

Advantages: 

porch view would be excellent-- trees 
and mountains 

access to porch would be from living 
room 

exterior door would provide a window 
overlooking mountain view 

lawn adjacent to porch provides a 
feeling of continuity to recreation 
space 

Disadvantages: 

monetary and time cost of installing 
exterior door 

annual gardens would not receive as 
much sun 

side yard might feel a bit cramped 

lawn would be boxed in 

lawn would not have as good of a 
view of mountain



Option 3: Porch in Side Yard, Adjacent to Garden 

 

Advantages: 

porch advantages as for option 2 

lawn would feel continuous with trees 
and be in line with view opening 

view from dinning room window 
would be more pleasing 

lawn would be continuous with grassy 
area in backyard, increasing a feeling 
of spaciousness 

annual gardens would receive more 
sun 

new annual garden area would be 
continuous with old area, making 
duck patrol easier 

Disadvantages: 

porch disadvantages as for option 2 

porch would not feel continuous with 
recreational space 

lawn would receive less sun



 


